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The book highlights facets of people's experiences since the 19th century with Atlantic space
and the design of their stay on board ships. The contributions range from the perspective of
pleasure-seeking tourists, who used ships as a temporary, luxurious homes to the perspective
of military personnel, who perceived the Atlantic Passage as a transition between homeland
security and potentially dangerous professional operations - the risks of sea voyages even on
technically sophisticated ocean liners, whose interiors and services often include grand hotels
in the metropolises of the late 19th and 20th century, were discreetly ignored by the
passengers. The charm of the Atlantic and the ship, unthinkable in earlier times, should not be
decimated in any way.
This new edition of a comprehensive reference guide to the legendary transatlantic liner is
written by her captain and includes a complete history as well as information about the recent
refit and many color photographs.
Illustrated with nearly five hundred photographs, an updated, authoritative price guide covers
more than 425 categories of collectible items made after 1920--ubckydubg action figures, Pez
dispensers, and Depression glass--listing forty thousand prices, discussing the latest market
trends, and offering collecting tips. Original. 10,000 first printing.
The #1 bestselling book on antiques and collectibles, this popular guide includes more than
50,000 items, with histories and background information on every subject. Hundreds of original
photographs.
The 1960s were, it was believed, the end of the era of transatlantic liners. Grand, graceful but
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aging luxury ships such as the ‘Queen Mary’ and ‘Queen Elizabeth’ were surpassed and
outmoded by the new age of jet aircraft. By 1963, airlines had secured over 95 percent of all
transatlantic travellers. But looking to the future, the historic Cunard Line believed that there
was room for one more, last Atlantic super ship. Thus, came the ship which became the most
successful super liner of all time, the ‘Queen Elizabeth 2’. Fondly known as the ‘QE2’, she
was launched and named by HM the Queen in 1967, entered service two years later and went
on to sail for 39 years. She now resides in a museum & hotel like role out of Dubai. The ‘QE2’
is a lasting and fitting tribute to Cunard, to British shipping, to all ocean liners. This book has
been created on the occasion of the 50th anniversary of the ship’s maiden crossing (in May
1969) from Southampton to New York. A maritime icon, she well deserves yet another tribute!
The only comprehensive pocket-sized, annual price guide for collectibles and antiques. In
addition to providing the most accurate descriptions and prices for over 50,000 items each
year, Warman's is the first source for historical information, references, collector's clubs, and
reproduction information on over 500 major collecting categories.
This fascinating text-and-picture tribute documents both interiors and exteriors of majestic
British ships such as the Viceroy of India, the Orion, Queen Mary, Queen Elizabeth, Windsor
Castle, Pacific Princess, Royal Princess, Crown Princess, and Aurora. Over 200 rare blackand-white illustrations provide views of the ships at sea and in port.
The story of the Queen Elizabeth, Cunard's beautiful queen of the Atlantic
Welcome aboard! Everyone's discovering that travel by cruise ship can be the most relaxing,
romantic, regal way to vacation. Whether you're traveling unattached, as a couple, or on the
family plan, The Complete Guide to a Successful Cruise will tell you everything you need to
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know about cruises before you step on deck. This guide answers all your questions, including:
-How to choose the right trip package, cruising as expensively or inexpensively as you wish.
-Guidelines on cruise etiquette, how many formal nights to expect, and an introduction to the
ship's crew and officers. -How to take the best advantage of the ports of call. -How to go
through customs, including lists of duty-free items and prohibited and restricted articles.
Cruising on the high seas can be a wonderful, fulfilling experience, and The Complete Guide to
a Successful Cruise guarantees a carefree adventure by giving you in one volume all the
information you'll need.
For more than ten years Warman's Americana & Collectibles has served as the leader in
documenting and valuing twentieth-century collectibles ...
Originally published: The big ship: the story of the S.S. United States. Newport News, Va.:
Mariners' Museum, 1981.
A colorful new history of the historic RMS Queen Mary, now a floating museum and restaurant
Including deck plans, accounts from log books, and ship records, this book tells the story of
Cunard's RMS Queen Mary, who along with her running mate Queen Elizabeth covered the
transatlantic route from Southampton to New York via Cherbourg, the British answer to the
German and French superliners. She was launched in May 1936 and immediately won the
coveted Blue Riband, winning it again in 1938, before she served as a troop ship in the war.
She then carried on plying the Atlantic route with Queen Elizabeth until the jet age changed the
world again and she was retired, now preserved as a floating museum and restaurant in Long
Beach, California. Andrew Britton presents a wealth of unpublished photographic material and
ephemera from his unparalleled collection to tell the story of this historic liner, including rare
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wartime views, shots of her "grey ghost" paintwork, unique behind-the-scenes photographs,
aerial shots, interior views, and a wide selection of ephemera. Even including captain's
invitations, this superlative book offers a captivating trip through the history of this great liner.

Flea Market Fever! &break;&break;If you are planning to hit the flea markets, you
won't want to pass on this deal. This Warman's price guide is full of information
and tips to help make your flea market experience more fun and profitable. From
what to bring to make flea marketing comfortable to current values, this book has
the answers! &break;&break;Some of the exciting new/expanded categories
include: &break;&break;4-H Collectibles &break;Badges &break;Beanie Babies
&break;Campbell's Soup &break;Country Western &break;Egg Timers
&break;Hot Wheels &break;Longaberger &break;Wade Ceramics
&break;Watering Cans
Provides descriptions and price listings for such American antiques as pottery,
games, comic books, cookie cutters, children's toys, and beer bottles.
William H. Miller, 'Mr Ocean Liner', looks back at the great ships owned and
operated by Cunard-White Star during the 1930s.
New York magazine was born in 1968 after a run as an insert of the New York
Herald Tribune and quickly made a place for itself as the trusted resource for
readers across the country. With award-winning writing and photography
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covering everything from politics and food to theater and fashion, the magazine's
consistent mission has been to reflect back to its audience the energy and
excitement of the city itself, while celebrating New York as both a place and an
idea.
For a century and a half, the single most important sea lane in the world was the
transatlantic route linking the Old World with the New. For three hundred years,
sailing ships sufficed to carry cargoes and people, but the demands of Steam
Age business and commerce demanded more regularity. Just as the steam
engine had allowed railroads to replace the unpredictability of stagecoaches on
land with dependable schedules, steamships promised to bring this reliability to
crossing the Atlantic. This is where the story of the Cunard Line began. The
greatest influence Cunard would ever have on world events would be the leading
role during the last half of the 19th century, when the great migration of millions
of emigrants transformed the populations of Europe, the United States, and
Canada. Wars devastation came to the Cunard Line with WW1 and WW2, as the
power of the German submarine fleet -- built with one purpose in mind, to sever
the North Atlantic shipping lanes -- threatened Great Britains very existence. By
1963, more people chose to travel by airplane than by steamship -- and it was
the beginning of the end. Sir Winston Churchill observed, "You came into great
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things by the accident of sea power... By an accident of air power, you will
probably cease to exist."
BLACK ENTERPRISE is the ultimate source for wealth creation for African
American professionals, entrepreneurs and corporate executives. Every month,
BLACK ENTERPRISE delivers timely, useful information on careers, small
business and personal finance.
Photographs, prints, and text portray Cunard ships, inside and out, from the earliest
steamships, through the great liners of the earlier twentieth century, to modern cruise ships
Popular Mechanics inspires, instructs and influences readers to help them master the modern
world. Whether it’s practical DIY home-improvement tips, gadgets and digital technology,
information on the newest cars or the latest breakthroughs in science -- PM is the ultimate
guide to our high-tech lifestyle.
"A look at the story of cruising, this book documents a whole range of onboard experiences
from the interwar heyday of liner transport right through to the present age of the ship as
'floating city'. With the aid of rare archive material as well as new photography, the authors
examine all aspects of international cruising - with its many national variations - both elegant
and restrained, kitsch and excessive." "Cruise shows how onboard culture has evolved over
the decades to suit the changing needs of the cruise lines and their passengers. It is a study of
interior and exterior design, of onboard entertainment, food and changes in the dining
experience, of corporate identity, ephemera and graphics. Packed with illustrations, Cruise
celebrates over a century of passenger seafaring and will appeal to anyone who has travelled
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the high seas, or who yearns to do so."--BOOK JACKET.
Sharon Poole and Andrew Sassoli-Walker take us on a guided tour of a complete year for the
Cunard Line, showing us how everything happens, from tours to supplies.
Antique dealers and collectors are quite aware that bargains are getting harder and harder to
come by each and every day. Schroeder's Antiques Price Guide is still a real bargain at
$12.95. Collectors, dealers, and our customers continue to ask how we can produce this huge
612-page book each year for such a low price. It's simple -- we do it by numbers. It's no secret
with publishing that the more you print, the less expensive each book is. So, thanks to all our
loyal customers who continue to buy our #1 bestselling title, we are able to keep the retail price
low without sacrificing one bit of quality. That is why you get the best for less. In August 1999
we will begin shipping the 18th edition of America's top antiques price guide. Once again we
have included over 50,000 listings, each one from all-new sources and carefully checked by an
authority on each particular subject. These 600+ expert advisors make sure only the best and
most accurate information remains. No one person could possibly be an authority on the over
600 categories that fill this reference, but Bob and Sharon Huxford and their highly respected
team of advisors work year-round to make this the most respected, up-to-date guide in the field
of antiques and collectibles. Hundreds of sharp original photographs illustrate not only the rare
and unusual, but also the common collectibles -- not postage-stamp photographs, but large,
close-up shots that show important details clearly. Each subject is presented with history and
other background information. Our editors keep abreast of newly developing trends, often
adding several new categories a year. If it merits the interest of today's collector, you'll find it
inSchroeder's. You can feel confident that the information we publish is up to the minute and
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accurate. Without a doubt, you'll find Schroeder's Antiques Price Guide the one to buy for
factual information, quality, and the lowest retail price.
The cruise ship market is a 30 billion-dollar industry, and in 2013 it is estimated that it will carry
more than 20 million passengers; nor is there any sign of a slow down in the seven percent
annual growth. What keeps the passengers coming in such huge numbers isn't the food, the
ports or the entertainment. They come for the magnificent floating palaces themselves, the
giants of the sea.?In this new book, the author showcases the most influential cruise ships of
the last three decades beginning with Royal Caribbean's ground-breaking Sovereign of the
Seas. When she was launched in 1988 she was the largest passenger ship constructed since
Cunard's Queen Mary entered service some 48 years earlier, and her entry into service
sparked a fiercely competitive building boom that continues to this day. ??The reader is taken
aboard thirty of the most spectacular ships to reveal how their innovative designs changed the
landscape of modern cruising. By employing original and archival photographs, deck plans,
cruise programmes, as well as the author's intimate knowledge of many of these vessels, a
unique picture is built up of these great ships and it becomes clear that the true Golden Age of
Cruising is not in some distant past but exists right now, and that its origins can be traced back
to one ship, launched in 1988.??A truly sumptuous and fascinating book for all those drawn to
the world of the modern cruise ship.??As seen in Ships Monthly Magazine

Authoritative, profusely illustrated volume describes the ships' debuts, amenities,
rivalry, and contributions during WWII. Also covered: their grand royal
successors: Queen Elizabeth 2 and Queen Mary 2. 189 photographs.
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A complete illustrated history of Canberra's career, containing original colour and
black and white photographs, paintings and line drawings, many unpublished
before, directly from P & O archives and personal collections.
CIO magazine, launched in 1987, provides business technology leaders with
award-winning analysis and insight on information technology trends and a keen
understanding of IT’s role in achieving business goals.
Since the first commercial cruises began in the 1840s, ships have evolved into
one of the world's most sophisticated, specialized, complex, and expensive type
of vessel. The large modern purpose-built cruise ships of the 1930s, the German
KdF ships Wilhelm Gustloff and Robert Ley emerged as prototypes for carrying a
mass-market clientele. At the other end of the scale, the exquisite 1927-built
Norwegian cruise yacht Stella Polaris represents a smaller, elite type of vessel
offering the ultimate in luxury. In the postwar years, the two ends of the industry
have expanded dramatically and the myriad of ships built are described in detail.
Analyses of design influences, descriptions of interior layouts, exterior design,
machinery requirements, and cruising grounds
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